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Making a difference
A teacher and a vet reflect on
a decade of working with the VEP

F

The “Holy Grail” of teaching
Fricke said that after VEP
veteran speakers visit a class,
students invariably say they learned
much more than historical facts.

Things We Still Carry

Education W
PROJECT

Vets discuss war and homecoming

or the past decade, Amherst-Pelham
Regional H.S. teacher Thomas Fricke
has welcomed veterans into his class to share
their personal perspectives on war. VEP
member Cherie Rankin has been one of his
regular veteran speakers. The two reflected
on their experiences at a VEP Veterans Day
event.
Without fail, Fricke said, his
10th graders rate the visits from VEP
speakers a highlight of his U.S.
history course. And the personal
accounts and lessons learned stick
with students when they move on to
other subjects and grade levels. The
compelling presentations, make the
kind of impact on teenagers that
nothing else could, he explained.
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U P D A T E

hen Vietnam veterans Joe Ames and
Jim Munroe shared their Vietnam War
stories with 100 high school seniors from
Northampton’s Smith Vocational and
Agricultural H.S. last May, the take-home
message was that some wounds veterans
carry are invisible.

The students heard the veterans in
Turners Falls, when they visited an
exhibit of photographs of veterans
Art, Writing and the War Experience by David Turner (see story on page
Integrating veterans’ stories and the arts
2). The visit— which the students
to explore war’s realities and human costs
chose for the annual Senior Class
trip— followed up on their reading
any 2011 VEP collaborations combined artistic
of the Vietnam War novel The
media and writing with storytelling by veterans,
Things They Carry.
providing audiences compelling and eye-opening
perspectives and insights. See stories on pp. 1,2 and 3.
Army veteran Ames and
At a VEP event at
Munroe, a Marine veteran, each
the Hallmark Gallery,
were wounded. Along with their
photographer David Turner
scars, they carry difficult war
talks about his 24 portraits
memories.
of war veterans with high

M

schools students

Some veterans find that sharing
stories supports healing invisible
war wounds. “Pain shared is
pained halved,” Munroe says.

Photo courtesy Daily
Hampshire Gazette

“Years after,” Fricke said, “my
students are still talking about VEP
veterans and their stories.”

Ames, a combat, recalled
watching a comrade swept away
crossing a raging river, and being
ordered to “leave him” and complete
his mission.

He quoted some of his students’
comments: “‘I didn’t hear war
stories; I learned a story about
realization; I learned a story about
what it was like to be in somebody
else’s shoes, in another time, in
another place.’”
This kind of insight, he
observed, is “the Holy Grail of the
history teacher.”

Above, left: Vietnam veteran Jim Munroe engages a volunteer and shares
a story during a high school field trip to Hallmark Gallery; Above
right, Turner’s portrait of Iraq vet Victor Nunez Ortiz. Visit http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4A3VCYetQg to see a video.

The teacher added that veteran
storytellers add a richness and depth
to what a standard curriculum offers. “That’s not the same as a person walking
into the classroom and making eye contact with you, investing their time in
your understanding of what happened to them,” he explained. “VEP can fill a
crucial void in our teaching of the history of war and conflict in the U.S.”
Veterans benefit from sharing
Veterans also may benefit from their involvement with the program, VEP
speaker Cherie Rankin added. The former civilian Red Cross volunteer in
Vietnam (1970 - 71) said that working with VEP has helped her process her
wartime experiences and maintain contact with an important cohort.
“I don’t get to see that many civilian comrades or military people from
Vietnam,” she explained. “The VEP allows me the opportunity to be with
veterans whom I identify with.”
Go to Page 3, column 2

The memory festered for years,
with other haunting recollections. “I
did not want to believe he’d died,”
Ames said. Finally, in a V.A. Post
Traumatic Stress treatment program,
Ames checked military records and
confirmed his comrade’s death. He
later visited the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial to see his friend’s name
on the Wall and bring closure.

A tidal wave of “pure evil”
Munroe had been in Vietnam only three months
when his base was overrun by the North Vietnamese
Army. Taking refuge in a foxhole, the veteran was badly
wounded by a grenade blast that killed a comrade.
Shipped home to recover, Munroe was discharged
from the Marines. Now an Episcopal priest, he is still
coping with his emotional war wounds, he told the
students. When he nearly was killed, he experienced
unforgettable horror—”like a helpless baby on the beach,
unprotected, with a tsunami of pure evil bearing down.”
Go to page 3, bottom of column 2
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Weaving the voices of VEP veterans with art and writing
Projects introduce new audiences to VEP’s stories in schools and public venues

B

uilding on the successes of 2010 programs that used the arts and literature to inform new audiences about war’s realities and costs,
VEP embarked on a series of ambitious 2011 collaborations with two local universities, a museum, a library, veterans’ organizations and
community groups. The dynamic programming reached a diverse audience of more than 3,000. Many programs explored the themes of Tim
O’Brien’s classic novel of the Vietnam War, The Things They Carried. Support came from donor contributions, as well as the New Visions
Foundation, the Hampden Bank Charitable Foundation, the Massachusetts Humanities Foundation, the Yankee Candle Charitable Foundation,
and the Susan A. and Donald P. Babson Foundation. Programs were offered in Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin County venues.
Photographs that probe veterans’ souls
Working in Manhattan, acclaimed fashion photographer David
Turner took photographs that made models look good. Now based in
Franklin County, teaching at the Hallmark Institute for Photography
and volunteering to work with the VEP, Turner takes photos of war
veterans and uses his camera skill to convey how they feel.

Workshops encourage writing about war experiences
VEP’s main mission is to encourage and train veterans to
share their stories through spoken words. Last spring, VEP took
storytelling in a new direction, with programs to help veterans
and military family members write about their experiences and
reach wider audiences.

The result of his many hours of donated time is a compelling
exhibit of 24 color photographic portraits of mostly Vietnam War
veterans. Titled I Was There: Stories of War and Homecoming, Turner’s
work offers a glimpse into the souls of his subjects. The veterans’
pictures are exhibited with their printed statements, putting a human
face on the vets’ war experience and providing revealing insights about
war’s long-term emotional impact. The Pocumtuck Valley Memorial
Association (originator of the idea for the exhibit) and the Hallmark
Institute of Photography (where Turner teaches) were the project’s
main sponsors. The exhibit opened at Hallmark’s Turners Falls Gallery
last April and later visited Holyoke, Northampton and Amherst.

VEP organized three Writing the War Experience workshops
and a public lecture at the University of Massachusetts, cosponsored by UMass Veterans Services and the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, and funded in part by the Massachusetts Humanities
Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA).
The events were part of a comprehensive VEP effort over 2010
and 2011 that turned public focus on current the impact of war
on veterans and their families. The workshops— like VEP’s
speaker training programs— offered the basic tools for tools
sharing stories and insights about war.

David Turner’s portraits of Army veteran Pete Rogers and Red Cross veteran Cherie
Rankin. Both served in Vietnam.

“The exhibit really spoke to me,” one Vietnam veteran wrote.
“Looking at the photos and reading the statements was more
meaningful to me than my visits to the Wall [The National Vietnam
Veterans Memorial].”
In addition to a high public turnout at the show’s opening and
two months of exhibition, 100 Smith Vocational High School students,
who had read the classic novel of the Vietnam War “The Things They
Carried,” traveled to the Turners Falls exhibit. There they visited the
gallery and heard presentations by VEP Vietnam combat veterans Jim
Munroe and Joe Ames. Each spoke of the lasting impact of combat
trauma and answered questions from the students. Related article on
Page One.

VEP ran three writing workshops for Western Mass. veterans, modeling the
local project on Operation Homecoming, a national writing project for Iraq
and Afghanistan veterans.

Workshops included a session on sharing oral histories led
by Elise Tripp, an editor of two books of veterans’ oral histories,
and a writing workshop with Vietnam veteran and writer Stephen
Sossamam. About 40 veterans and military family members
participated.
“This program was priceless,” wrote an Afghanistan vet. “It
helped save stories for posterity that otherwise might be lost.”
The lectures at UMass and at Westfield State University
featured acclaimed historian and author Andrew Carroll speaking
about Operation Homecoming, a national series of NEA writing
workshops for thousands of Iraq and Afghanistan veterans.
Participants in the Amherst workshops joined Carroll on a panel
to discuss their writing.
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Events mix art, theater and writing with storytelling
VEP was a partner in two separate collaborative series of fall
events, in Northampton and Amherst, that combined the arts and
literature with veterans’ stories. The Northampton On The Same Page
(OTSP) project offered a film screening, an authors’ reading of works
related to the Vietnam War, an exhibit of David Turner’s veteran
portraits, and a panel of veterans of Iraq and Vietnam and the mother
of two Iraq veterans talking to a diverse audience of audience of 75
about the impact war makes on both veterans and their loved ones.
The project was led by the Forbes Library and co-sponsored by
Northampton’s City Council and its Human Rights Commission, VEP
and a host of veteran and community groups.
“VEP should be very proud of its work organizing this,” wrote
Sara Weinberger of the Human Rights Commission. “Although I
have been to your panels before, I seem to be affected more and
more each time I hear your speakers’ stories.”

Making a Difference, continued from Pg. 1

Rankin, who is a social worker, speaks to students, religious
groups, and at community events and conferences and workshops
for human service and education professionals. The learning is
reciprocal, she said, and supports her self-understanding, healing,
and storytelling.
Seeing the difference that stories can make
The former Red Cross worker has seen evidence that sharing
her war experiences and homecoming challenges can make a positive
difference in another’s life.
Rankin paraphrased a high school student’s remarks after a
presentation: “My mother served in the war. She has never, ever talked
about it. I have never known why, or known how to talk to her about
the war. But after hearing you, I think I now know how to talk to my
mom.”

The events were part of an effort led by Forbes Library to
encourage the public to read and learn from the OTSP-chosen novel
of the Vietnam War, The Things They Carried. VEP had suggested
the book choice, inspired by the successes of other programming
that explored the themes of Tim O’Brien’s acclaimed book.
Collaborating with the UMass Fine Arts Center

Cherie Rankin speaks to high school students in Greenfield

Photo by Brian Canova
Iraq vet Tyler Boudreau reading from his war memoir, on a panel with Artist Matt
Mitchell (seated next to Boudreau) and writer Doug Anderson at UMass. A portrait
by Mitchell of an Iraq veteran sits on the easel.

Working with the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center
(FAC), VEP played a key role in implementing War Veterans: A
Commemoration. The numerous November FAC events explored
themes from Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried. They included
a theater production based on the novel, an exhibit of works by 22
veteran-artists, a showing of David Turner’s portraits, film screenings,
and a panel featuring Iraq veteran Tyler Boudreau and Vietnam
veteran Doug Anderson, both writers, and painter Matt Mitchell,
creator of the nationally acclaimed oil portrait exhibit of Iraq and
Afghanistan veterans titled 100 Faces of War. The speakers discussed
their work and their genesis as artists.
“We showcased literature and art that would engage diverse
audiences, and integrated veterans’ first-person stories into many
events,” VEP Executive Director Rob Wilson said of the
Northampton and Amherst events. “The programs were an excellent
catalyst for reflection and discussion about war and its impact on all
of us.”

Offering another example, Rankin remembered seeing a woman
crying during a presentation to graduate counseling students. The
woman later said that her ex-husband was a Vietnam veteran. “Until
now,” she recalled the woman saying, “I never understood what was
behind his rage. I thought it was me.”
Rankin added that the support she and other vets get from VEP
staff— who check on their emotional health and help them improve
their talks— is invaluable.

s

“I have learned I have to take care of myself,” Rankin said, “and
I have to do that in various ways. One of the best ways is having VEP
there for me.”
Things We Still Carry, continued from Page 1
“Remember that soldiers back from combat in current wars also
may share that knot of trauma,” Munroe said. “Think about them, 40
years from now, when we’ve forgotten about their wars, but their
memories still live inside of them.”
Many of the students had relatives serving in or home from a
war zone. Some were considering military service. English teacher
Shannon Brisbois noted that the stories “really made am impact on
our kids... it took coming to see you all in order for everything that
they had been reading about for weeks to be real.”
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Looking back and ahead with VEP
Program Director Susan Leary reflects on 10 years with
VEP

A

s Cherie Rankin and Tom Fricke shared their experiences
of bringing veteran’s stories into the classroom recently
with VEP supporters (see “Making a Difference,” on Page
One), I realized that all three of us connected with VEP ten
years ago. I began my current job on Sept. 10th, 2011, already
very excited by VEP’s mission.
Of course, none of us foresaw the shift to dealing with
wars in real time, rather than the past tense. Like the rest of
the post 9-11 world, we were thrown into crisis. Our speakers
experienced a sharp increase in traumatic stress challenges,
knowing better than most what the new wars would bring.
Soon new community audiences asked for our veteran
speakers. Clergy and faith communities, social workers and
physicians, college classes and public school administrators
turned to VEP as they struggled to respond to the “new
normal” of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Eventually vets
of these conflicts began speaking with VEP.
Changing to meet post 9-11 realities
The advantage of working for a really small non-profit
is that you can respond nimbly to change, assess needs, and
take action without working through a huge bureaucracy. We
learned to collaborate with many other groups to create panels
of veterans sharing their stories with the larger community.
We saw the isolation facing current military families and
started the Military Families Connect peer support group,
never dreaming that the need would continue on for over
five years. Our work in schools continues, VEP’s veterans
now sharing strategies for coping and healing, as well as the
vivid trauma of war, knowing that today’s young people and
their families may face war themselves.
The disadvantage to being a small independent non-profit
is the ongoing struggle to fund the work; I quickly learned
that our continued financial existence was anything but
assured. Looking back, it seems a miracle that VEP has
brought veterans’ personal stories of war into our communities
for almost thirty years, growing and evolving all the way.
Looking ahead to our forth decade, we ask ourselves
how to sustain VEP’s core gift of veterans’ personal stories
in a changing world. VEP has been realized by many people
giving deeply of themselves. With the love, energy, ideas
and support of our community, we will continue to share the
sobering realities that our sons and daughters, mothers and
fathers, brothers and sisters face in war.
Called to Serve by Tom Weiner
A Levellers Press Publication
Dedicated to the late
George Williams
Vietnam vet, VEP speaker
Available at levellerspress.com,
Amazon.com and Collective Copies’
Amherst and Florence locations
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Thanks to those
who make our successes possible

n addition to wishing all a happy holiday season and a peaceful
New Year, we want to give thanks to the veteran and military family
members who selflessly donated their time to speak in VEP programs.
We also thank our donors, whose contributions were essential to successes
of the past year, and have kept us going for nearly 30 years (2012 is our
30th Anniversary).
We want to offer the individuals, businesses and restaurants who
stepped up during our fall fundraising efforts a special appreciation. Hope
and Olive Restaurant in Greenfield invited us to host a Free Soup and
Games Night in November. H&O and a number of area restaurants donated
soup, bread and desserts, and H&O staff worked the night at no cost.
WRSI radio personality Monte Belmonte provided free publicity. Local
businesses such as Yankee Candle, Chandler’s Restaurant, Diemand Farm,
and Karen Adams Acupuncture donated gift certificates that VEP raffled.
The several hundred guests who attended ate for free and made voluntary
donations to VEP. FS&G night happens at H&O the first Monday evening
of the month. A different non-profit group benefits from proceeds.
The Lone Wolf Restaurant in Amherst hosted a VEP Veterans Day
event that featured David Turner’s portraits of veterans, the music of John
Sheldon, and fantastic food provided by LW owner Rob Watson. We thank
the following people and businesses for event underwriting: Bill Newman
and the law firm Newman, Lesser and Nasser; Ira Helfand, MD and Family
Care Medical Center; Patricia Bonner, DDS; Dr. Mohammad Moini and
Moini, Witzenberger & Associates.
In Orange, VEP family group members and Board staffed a booth at
the Annual Garlic Festival, selling grilled turkey legs prepared and
provided by Annie Diemand of Diemand Farm in Wendell. Annie’s turkey
legs were a big hit and helped VEP to have a very successful fundraising
day.
And finally, VEP wants to give thanks to Collective Copies for
supporting our newsletter production efforts. Their advertisement for their
Levellers Press book, Called to Serve, by Tom Weiner is on this page.
Tom’s book is an outstanding collection of oral histories about the Vietnam
era, featuring interviews with VEP Vietnam veterans.
Because of this kind of support, last school year VEP provided 124
presentations, in school and college classrooms and at public events. We
reached a total audience of nearly 5,000 people and leveraged about
$20,000 worth of VEP volunteer time.

Donate now to help VEP in 2012,
our 30th Anniversary!
Your contribution will help to train more Iraq and Afghanistan veterans
to share their stories, keep all our veterans speaking and in schools
and public venues, support our work with military families, and more.

Enclosed is my contribution of: $30___ $50___ $100___ Other___
Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
City, State, ZIP: _______________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________
Please mail this coupon with your tax-deductible check to:
VEP, P.O. Box 416, Amherst MA 01004

